
Abstract 

The algorithm of booth multiplier furnishes a level to formulate a multiplier with greater efficacy 

& speed. Some sort of operation is done on the fragmentary negative elements. This algorithm 

gives a better level of encoding in the commencing stage of multiplication of 8 & 4-radix. Also 

outcomes of delay & LUTs are improvised by deploying pipelining. As the information is 

relayed through pipelines, the data is enhanced as well in a parallel form. Thus the outcomes are 

enhanced by making use of terminology of pipeline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      CHAPTER 1 

     INTRODUCTION                      

1.1 INTRODUCTION 



Today we know that multiplier is using in every basic circuit. Today all the ALU system is based 

on a multipliers. Complete arithmetic Logical part is based on a multiplier and if multiplier is 

consuming so much delay then the entire product which is based on a multiplier is fail due to fail 

of multiplier.  

If multiplier have low speed then it will works slowly. Regarding this if our function is working 

in 2 second then it will also take some delay .Then its output will be 2second+ delay. That delay 

may greater then to basic performing delay. 

In VLSI speed of any IC is depend on power consumption, Area, delay. Some we have a 

complex circuit and at that time we will get increment in delay and power consumption. Power 

consumption is also a main power factor If we reduce the power factor of an IC the it is showing 

that our product battery life is good. 

Today everybody is using calculators and CPU. Every company is working for low power 

consumption circuit so that they can deliver more long life battery as comparison to other 

company.  

If our Multiplier power consumption will be increase then heat dissipation will be increase. So it 

will increase leakage current. So this multiplier will be used in many ALU circuits. then all the 

product of this ALU  have a low battery life .If we are using multiplier operations for memory 

allocation of mobile phone then battery of that mobile phone will not be long life because the 

heat dissipation , power consumption is greater than the normal range .   

According to Moore low in every 18 month the transistors of any IC will be doubled which is 

using in a IC .According to moore low after every 18 month we will get a new IC in which we 

will find a ore number of transistor according to previous .Now we have a question that what is 

benefit from this increase in number of transistor. If number of transistor will increase that means 

you have to increase its functionality. Right now our IC can work more and fast work as 

comparison to previous IC. 

1.2 VLSI DESIGN FLOW  

1.2.1 Introduction on bottom-up and top-down design flow  

The sty leer once in a while takes after some outline stages to structure his undertaking. At the 

begin the planner needs to indicate the reasonableness of the framework. Essential pieces of the 



equipment square measure known and their interfaces, made out of data and administration 

signs, are altered. Today, there square measure 2 important routes that to style a VLSI circuit 

with antiquated apparatuses that are created in these last years. The styleer will pick at 

circumspection A methodology bottom up or a top-down stream however by and large the 

determination is constrained in result of express plan needs rationale entryway structure. top-

down could be a technique for unvarying refinements. The fashioner begins with a prime read of 

the framework and deteriorates single squares into more diminutive ones. lowest part up stream 

begins with low-level building squares and interconnects them to bigger ones. Actually, these 2 

systems don't appear to be appallingly contradictory and, for instance, the creator can very much 

want to utilize unequivocal fruitful cells and to attempt to not bit their structure at interims a top-

down methodology [10]. The methodology base up is alluring in advanced style if the creator 

wishes to plain a particular cell accomplishing completing with transistors full-specially crafted 

so he needs to copy this structure in this venture. 

 

1.2.2 Bottom-Up Design Flow  

The base up style stream begins with a gathering of style determinations. The "specs" generally 

portray the normal common sense of the outlined circuit moreover as distinctive properties like 

postponement times, territory, and so on to satisfy the grouped style particulars beyond any 

doubt style exchange offs (zone verses deferral) square measure required .  

 

1.2.3 Schematic Capture  

A Schematic Editor is utilized for catching (i.e. depicting) the transistor-level style. The 

Schematic Editors give clear, natural implies that to draw, to position and to connect individual 

parts that structure up the arranging. The resulting chart ought to faultlessly portray the most 

electrical properties of all parts and their interconnections. furthermore encased inside the 

schematic square measure the procurement associations (VDD and gnd), moreover as all pins for 

the data and yield indicators of the circuit. From the schematic, a netlist is produced, that is 

utilized in later phases of the arranging. The era of a whole circuit schematic is subsequently the 

essential imperative venture of the transistor-level style.  

 

1.2.4 Symbol Creation  



An image read of the circuit is moreover required for a couple of the following re-enactment 

steps or for documentation capacities. Along these lines, the schematic catch of the circuit 

topology is once in a while took after by the formation of a symbol to speak to the entire circuit. 

the manifestation of the symbol to be utilized for the picture may prescribe the work of the 

module (rationale entryways – AND, OR, and so forth.), however the default picture symbol 

could be a direct rectangular box with info and yield pins. The picture creation will encourage 

the circuit sty leer to structure a framework level configuration comprising of various chain of 

importance level.  

1.2.5 Moore Law 

Number of transistor at a single integrated circuit is doubled in every approximately two year.  

 

Figure 1.1:-  Date of introduction of technology 



 

Figure 1.2:-  Morre’s law implementation graph. 

1.3OBJECTIVES 

We are reducing the delay of multiplier by use Booth multiplier.  

STEP 1:-To create fast or high speed multiplier we need some fastest adding application, we 

have already reduced no. of partial product. So now we have less no. of operands for adding, an 

efficient method of addition (Parallel prefix Adder) will be implement in partial product addition.   

STEP 2:- To Create area efficient multiplier we need some effective algorithm for 2’s 

complement process in signed no. we have already discussed about that MBE work for signed 

and unsigned no.   

In this thesis we will work at delay and area consumption part. Basically delay will depends on a 

total number of Lut’s . If we will reduce the total number of LUT the n it will automatically 

reduce the delay.  

After reduce the delay we are increasing the speed of a radix 4 booth multiplier . Actually if 

speed increase will found in IC then the performance of any circuit in which that IC is using also 

increase. We are using a Booth multiplier with radix 4 for better performance .  

We are performing all the coding at XILINX project navigator 6.1 with installed modelsim 5.4 . 



Xilinx is a software where we will perform all the coding at VHDL and verilog . Modelsim is 

used for generate the waveforms. We can used modelsim for waveform generation .  

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

The remaining report is organized as follows- 

Chapter 2- Literature Review: This chapter includes the previous work that has been done 

regarding thesis topic. 

Chapter 3- Proposed Design: In this chapter find the information of Booth multiplier with radix 

4 . 

Chapter 4 – Result Analysis: In this chapter result analysis in different aspect has been shown 

for simulation purpose. 

Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Scope: This chapter includes conclusion, future work that 

could possible further and references are given in the end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Our Base paper name is High speed Modified Booth Encoder multiplier with signed and 

unsigned numbers. 

The paper is working for multiplication of signed and unsigned numbers. We have much 

multiplication technique for multiplied the two numbers. Present Modified Booth Encoder 

multiplier and Baugh-Woolley multiplier working only for signed number multiplication. Now 

array multiplier and Braun array multiplier is working only for unsigned numbers. Today we 

have required a combined multiplier for design ALU so that the we can increase the speed of 

Microprocessor.  

 

2.1 PAPER 1ST:- “HIGH SPEED MODIFIED BOOTH ENCODER MULTIPLIER FOR 

SIGNED AND UNSIGNED NUMBERS “ 

Paper is working for radix 4 multiplier. Before this paper publish peoples have only option for 

multiplication by radix -2 .  So user is working for radix 4 in this paper . 

                                                      

                                             Figure 2.1:- Results of radix 4 multiplier  



 

Figure 2.2:- Block diagram 

2.1.1 Solution              

The paper represent the implementation and design for signed and unsigned booth encoding 

multiplication . recently modified booth encoding multiplier and baught wooley multiplier is 

representing multiplication only for signed numbers . Array multiplier and braun array multiplier 

perform multiplication only for unsigned number . so all the multiplier are fixed for fixed 

numbers multiplications. But today we have requirement unique single multiplier for signed and 

unsigned numbers for modern computer .This paper is working for this problem . the paper is 

representing the SUMBE multiplier . Modified Booth encoder represent the circuit for half the 

partial product in parallel .Operand sign bit will be extended and that will be generate an 

additional partial product of SUMBE multiplier . For increase the speed of multiplier we will use 

Carry save adder (CSA) tree and final carry look ahead (CLA) .This multiplier is working for 

signed and unsigned numbers and this is performing by MBE technique.  

 

Figure 2.3 :- Logic diagram of MBE 



 

Figure 2.4:- Logic diagram of 1 bit partial product generator 

 

This is a equation of 1 bit partial product generator .SUMBE multiplier never work for separately 

for decode and encoder logic. If we have a negative number and we want to multiplied them then 

we convert the numbers in 2’s complement and then add them negative (Ni)bit .the value of Ni is 

solved by the equation . 

Ni = bi+1 ( bi-1 bi )  



 

Figure 2.5:- Circuit for Ni bit 

For control signed and unsigned bit one bit control signal is used which indicate the 

multiplication operation is signed or unsigned .If sign-unsign (s_u) = 0 then it indicate unsigned 

number multiplication and when s_u = 1 it indicate signed number multiplication .or when s_u 

=1 that shows that signed number multiplication . when the operation performed for 

multiplication of  unsigned numbers  then sign extended bit of booth multiplicand and multiplier 

will be 0 which is a9 = a8 = b9 = 0. If operation is signed multiplication then the sign extended 

bit depends at mulplicand which  is negative . The multiplier is also negative then both the 

operands will be negative and multiplier operands will be  positive. The sign extended bits 

should be generates which are s_u = 1,b7 =0 , a7= 0,a8 =a9 = 1 ,and b9 = b8 = 0.if multiplier 

operand is negative and multiplicand operand is positive then the sign extended bits should be 

generated ares_u = 1, a7=0,b7=1,a8 =a9 = 0.   

 

Table 1 :- SUMBE operation 

Partial product is generating by the partial product generator . we have 5 partial product which 

have sign extension and –ve bit Ni. 5 partial product are generated in parallel . 



 

Figure 2.6:- 8×8 multiplier for signed-unsigned number. 

We have 5 partial products namely X1, X2, X3,X4,X5. Partial products adding by the carry save 

adder (CSA) and final Stage is carry Lookahed . Every CSA adder takes three inputs and product 

is sum and carry in parallel . We have three CSA and we have five partial products which is 

added by the CSA tree. In the last there are only two inputs remaining out then finally CLA 

adder is using for product the final result . We are assuming that each logic gate delay have an 

unit delay , with including the circuit of product generator circuit delay . Suppose CSA and CLA 

is 3+4 = 7 unit delay .Today in VLSI the total number of delay is approximately around 0.7 ns 

while the multiplier works at giga hertz frequency .  



 

Figure 2.7:- Partial product adder logic. 

 

Figure 2.8:- RTL view of 8×8 signed-unsigned multiplier. 



 

Figure 2.9:- Output waveform 1 for base paper 

In this image we have two numbers a,b and the product is coming in p .  

 

Figure 2.10 :-  Output waveform 2 for base paper . 

Output waveform 2 image is showing the input numbers is in integer and output is coming in 

integer also.                  



 

Figure 2.11:- Output waveform 3 for base paper 

Now we have a two inputs with the different values at a particular time interval and  output is 

also different .  

 

Figure 2.12:-   Output waveform 4 for base paper 

 



 

Figure 2.13:- Output waveform 5 for base paper 

Output waveform 5 is showing that there are two values are coming in the second input b and 

according this output is coming p.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 4:- Output waveform 6 for base paper 

2.2 PAPER 2  



As per we have been already discussed that multiplier is very important part for microprocessor , 

microcontroller , system  of graphics. The algorithms constituted on multiplier of booth furnish a 

level for multiplier of next generation providing greater performance & speed. A minute function 

is implemented to eject the fragmentary products which possess negative part. An enhanced 

standard of coding is furnished by algorithm of multiplier of booth in the commencing level. 

This paper is working for negative and positive partial products. In this paper the main work is 

going for reduce the partial product generated and making this efficient algorithm . 

The presented work in the paper reducing  the issue for negative partial products . This work is 

performing by computing of the 2’s complement with avoiding the additional adding 1 and 

generated long carry chain. 

The proposed design continues provide the concept for reducing the partial product. It is capable 

for reduce the number of partial product , also improved further from n/2 +1 partial products 

which achieved via modified booths algorithm to n/2. Implementing for the proposed mechanism 

using Verilog HDL .The proposed technique is dependent on the number of bits which is being 

to be multiplied. Design is tested for  different number bit. Xilinx synthesis tool is used for 

synthesis. The multiplier has a operating frequency of 14.59 MHz with a delay of 7.013 ns. 

The paper deals with the multiplication process for efficient partial product. The proposed 

technique addresses the efficient handling for the negative partial products without requiring any 

additional adders for adding 1’b1 which is required at every step where a 2’s complement is 

required to be taken for avoids the generation of long carry chain. The proposed techniques 

number of partial products is reduced from n/2 + 1 to n/2, which enabling a power, area efficient 

implementation of the Radix 4 multiplier with the same hardware to work in dual mode. The 

proposed techniques is working correctly on 8x8 bit data but it can be used for higher bit data . 

The results of the present papers  shows the maximum frequency is 142.59 MHz and delay is 

7.013 ns. 

 



 

Table 2 :- Output Results  

2.3 PAPER 3:-  

This paper predominantly focuses on improving velocity execution of signed increase 

exploitation of Radix 32 Modified Booth-Algorithm & Wallace-Structure. It's intended for 

mounted length 64x64 bit operands. 3:2and 4:2 mechanical compressor devices utilized in 

Wallace tree structure aggregate fractional item. Exploitation of each mechanical compressor 

device, no. of levels has been diminished that conjointly causes upgrading velocity of multiplier 

element. A practical VHDL code has been composed and with achievement integrated and re-

enacted utilizing Xilinx ISE 9.2i and model sim pe student edition 10.2c. Arranged pipelined 

signed 64x64 bit multiplier variable exploitation of  radix-32 booth tenet and Wallace tree 

structure gives less postpone 1.4 ns and required eighty seven less assortment of levels in 



Wallace tree structure, seventy six less aggregate mixture of mechanical compressor device, 

seventieth less created fractional item when contrasted with Algorithm multipliers.  

Augmentation could be one in every of principal fundamental operation in advanced sign 

procedure and DSP system. Speed execution of increase influents general execution of advanced 

sign process yet as in information processor systems [5,7]. A few superior calculations and 

architectures are wanted to upgrade and quicken augmentation operations. Inside arranged 

Algorithm, variables of concocting multiplier element are era of incomplete item and summation 

of fractional item. To improve speed execution of increase, quantities of halfway item are 

diminished by exploitation of radix-32 booth principle and for lessening deferral of summation 

of incomplete item Wallace tree structure has been utilized. This paper presents pipelined signed 

64x64 bit multiplier component. Decision of exploitation of  radix-32 rather than radix-16 is that 

it produces less mixed bag of halfway item and Wallace tree structure has been utilized rather 

than cluster structure as  after effect of in Wallace tree, mixture of levels required are less 

thought about of exhibit structure.  

2.3.1 Multiplier Variable Structures  

2.3.1.1 Wallace Multiplier 

Wallace tree is comprehended for his or her ideal processing time, once adding various operands 

to 2 yields exploitation of 3:2 or 4:2 compressors or each. Wallace tree certifications absolute 

bottom general deferral figure1 demonstrates 9 operands Wallace structure, wherever 3:2 

mechanical compressor device pack data having 3 multi-bit inputs and 2 multi-bit yields. 4:2 

mechanical devices pack data having four multi-bit inputs and 2 multi-bit yields. Exploitation of 

each mechanical compressor device, no. of levels has been diminished that conjointly causes 

upgrading velocity of multiplier component. For 64x64 operands exploitation of radix-32, 

aggregate seven compressors part and four levels has been utilized in Wallace tree that is 

successfully less contrasted with radix-16, inside which fourteen compressors and six levels are 

utilized in Wallace tree structure consequently  downright execution of duplication has been 

viably enhanced inferable from less aggregate door postpone in pipelined signed 64x64 

multiplier component exploitation of  radix-32 booth Algorithm and Wallace tree structure.  



 

Fig. No 2.2:- Wallace Multiplier Structure 

2.3.1.2 Array multiplier Structure  

Array could be simple approach to aggregate incomplete item utilizing assortment of 

compressors. N-operand exhibit comprises of n-2 mechanical compressor device. Figure2 

demonstrates an exhibit for 6-operand, producing two yields, wherever mechanical compressor 

device pack data having 3 multi-bit inputs and 2 multi-bit yields.  



 

Fig. No. 2.3:- Array Structure Multiplier Element 

2.3.2 OUTLINE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTIPLIER COMPONENT  

2.3.2.1 Radix-32 Arranged Modified Booth Standard  

To create and reduce measure of fractional result of multiplier element, arranged modified booth 

guideline has been utilized, inside arranged modified booth algorithm, multiplier variable has 

been isolated in groups of six bits and each groups of six bits are operational in accordance with 

modified booth principle for era of halfway item 0, ±1a, ±2a, ±3a, ±4a, ±5a, ±6a, ±7a, ,±8a, ±9a, 

±10a, ±11a, ±12a, ±13a, ±14a, ,±15a, ±16a. These fractional items are summed exploitation of 

mechanical compressor device in structure of Wallace tree. CLA has been utilized for last results 

wherever CLA shows convey look ahead viper that ahead convey of mechanical compressor 

device. In radix-32 booth guideline, multiplier component operand b is partitioned into groups 

having each bunch of six bits. In beginning bunch, starting bit is taken zero and option bits are 



minimum critical 5 tad bit of multiplier component amount. In second bunch, starting bit is most 

essential bit of beginning group and option bits are next 5 bit of multiplier element amount. In 

third bunch, beginning bit is most essential bit of second group and option bits are next 5 bit of 

multiplier element amount. This system is carried on. For each bunch, partial item is produced 

exploitation of number amount. For n bit multiplier variable there's n/5 or [n/5 + 1] groups and 

fractional item in arranged modified booth guideline radix-32. Table I for arranged radix-32 

modified booth tenet has been outlined and radix-32 register transfer logic level read of modified 

booth encoder conjointly has been planned that is indicated in figure five. Therefore it decreases 

measure of incomplete item contrasted with radix-16, enhances technique power of multiplier 

component, decrease count delay. Calculation of cutting edge multiplier element and re-encoding 

of multiplier variable is dead in parallel. Issue Fi is ascertained exploitation of comparison and 

figure four. Figure three show outline of 64x64-bit arranged multiplier component.  

 

Fig. No.2.4:- Outline of Arranged Pipelined Signed 64x64 Bit Multiplier Element 

 



Fi = (k1+2 k2+4 k3+8 k4+16 k5) 

Where k1,k2,k3,k4,k5= 0 once 00 or 11 

K1,k2,k3,k4,k5= +1 once 01 

K1,k2,k3,k4,k5= -1 once ten 

 

Fig. No. 2.5:-. Discovering worth/value of k1, k2, k3, k4, k5 

 

Table 3:- Anticipated Radix-32 Modified Booth Algorithmic Standard 



 

Fig. No. 2.6:-RADIX-32 Register Transfer Level (RTL) READ OF MODIFIED BOOTH 

ENCODER 

2.3.2.1 Designed Process for Proposed Modified Multiplier 

Procedure of arranged signed 64x64-bit operands multiplier variable has been outlining. Inside 

arranged multiplier variable, for expanding velocity execution of increase, modified booth 

principle bolstered radix-32 has been made that creates less mixture of halfway items. This 

incomplete item has been produced exploitation of six bits of multiplier amount that structures  

group and these bunch matches with  modified booth manage and acknowledge  calculate line 

with these gathering of bits. When discovering this issue, it’s been expanded with number 

amount and produces comparing incomplete result of relating bunch, this processing is 



performed by booth encoder that has been demonstrated in figure 5. In this manner amid this 

implies it produces less mixture of fractional item exploitation of modified booth guideline 

radix-32 correlation of radix-8, radix-16 and so forth right now partials item are produced for 

option groups of multiplier element amount. For extra up velocity execution of increase Wallace 

tree structure has been utilized. Exploitation of 3:2 mechanical compressor device and 4:2 

mechanical compressor device in Wallace tree structure, fractional item are summed in less 

defer. In Wallace tree structure summation postponement is littler sum inferable from 

exploitation of each 3:2 mechanical device and 4:2 mechanical device in summation operation, 

there are less mixture of doors from beginning bit to last bit rather than exhibit structure. 

Calculation of multiplier variable has been commutated through figure 6 and figure 7.  

 

Fig. No. 2.7. Producing groups & partial items/products 



 

Figure2.8. Summation of Partial Items/Products by Exploitation of Wallace Structure 

2.3.2.2 Re-Enactment/Simulation and Synthesis  

For VHDL code of high execution pipelined signed 64x64 bit multiplier component exploitation 

of radix-32, XILINX ISE 9.2i instrument, model sim pe student edition 10.0c has been utilized 

for incorporating and reproduction. By exploitation of these devices, VHDL code has been with 

achievement orchestrated and reproduced. After effects of reproduction have been demonstrated.  

 



 

Figure 2.9:- Reproduction/Simulation of Radix-32, Pipelined And Signed 64x64 Bit Multiplier 

Component 

2.3.2.3 Result Comparison  

Arranged pipelined signed 64x64 bits exploitation of radix-32 modified stall multiplier variable 

has been outlined. Correlation of arranged multiplier variable with signed 64x64 bits multiplier 

component exploitation of radix-16, array structure multiplier element and 32x32 b multiplier 

element exploitation of radix-16 booth encoder is demonstrated in table ii. Execution of different 

multiplier variables is demonstrated in figure9. It demonstrates that arranged pipelined signed 

64x64 bits multiplier variable exploitation of  radix-32 modified booth guideline and Wallace 

tree structure have required seventieth less assortment of groups of bits of multiplier element 

amount, less mixed bag of incomplete item exploitation of  arranged radix-32 corner control, 

seventy six less aggregate mixture mechanical device conjointly eighty nine less levels in 

Wallace tree structure contrasted and Algorithm array structure multiplier component and signed 

64x64 bit multiplier variable exploitation of  radix-16. Therefore general execution of arranged 

pipelined signed 64x64 bits multiplier variable exploitation of  radix-32 modified booth tenet has 



been enhanced as  after effect of it need less aggregate assortment of steps that decreases 

aggregate deferral of augmentation.  

 

Fig. No. 2.10:- Comparison of Components, Levels, Groups and Incomplete Item/Products in 

Multipliers 

 



 

Table 4:- Comparisons Of Different Multipliers 

In this paper we've got outlined pipelined signed 64x64-bit multiplier element exploitation of 

radix 32 modified booth principle and Wallace structure. Wallace tree exploitation of 3:2 and 4:2 

compressors, radix-32 modified booth tenet enhance velocity of arranged multiplier variable as 

after effect of radix-32 decreases no. of fractional item, each 3:2 and 4:2 mechanical compressor 

device lessens no. of levels in Wallace structure. It gives less defer 1.4 ns and required eighty 

seven less mixture of levels of Wallace tree structure, seventy six less aggregate mixed bag of 

mechanical compressor device, seventieth less created fractional item when contrasted with 

algorithm multiplier element. 

2.4 PAPER 4:- HIGH SPEED 32 BIT SIGNED AND UNSIGNED MULTIPLICATION  

In this paper, totally unique execution of signed/unsigned multiplication is anticipated utilizing 

clear sign control unit at side of line of multiplexers. Anticipated methodology is incontestable 

through 0.18μm CMOS usage of 32-bit signed/unsigned multiplier variable. Supposed results 

demonstrate that anticipated brought together signed/unsigned execution is amazingly minimized 

with exclusively 0.45% semiconducting material space overhead. Fundamental way postpone of 

anticipated multiplier element is concerning 3.13ns.  



Both unsigned and signed paired reach operation directions are fundamental in configurable 

digital signal processors (DSPs) and extraordinary reason PCS [1]. On the other hand, multipliers 

are designed for either signed or unsigned double numbers. To least difficult of our information, 

sole reputed usages of signed/unsigned multipliers are: a) programmable signed/unsigned tree-

based configuration for excess twofold number juggling [2] and b) signed/unsigned  

Stall multiplier component utilizing 2-bit most important bit (MSB) augmentation to choose 

method of operation [3]. Amid this paper, we have a tendency to propose totally remarkable 

programmable signed/unsigned multiplier variable plan that analyzes positively against past 

craftsmanship regarding semiconducting material space and force utilization. Contrasted and 

standard signed multiplier component, anticipated multiplier element winds up in singularly 

0.45% semiconducting material space overhead for authorized 32-bit signed/unsigned multiplier 

variable. This is regularly accomplished by exploitation of 3 stages with sign control unit inside 

1st pipelined stage. In 1st stage, modified booth encoding (MBE) [4] is utilized to scale back 

partial product rows (PPRs) considerably. Rather than partial product generators (PPGs) 

bolstered MBE utilized in  bit-augmentation topic,  line of multiplexers are anticipated here to 

concoct  configurable PPR for signed and unsigned modes. Second stage incorporates two levels 

Wallace tree pressure structure to speedily include PPRs exploitation of convey spare adders. 

Extreme 2 partial item lines are handled by mixture adder blended with conditional carry adder 

(CCA) and conditional sum adder (CSA) bolstered mlcsma algorithmic standard [5].  

Configuration of anticipated 32-bit signed/unsigned multiplier element is demonstrated in fig. 1. 

Sign-control unit creates MSBS of multiplier variable and number furthermore pick signal for 

street of multiplexers. In the interim, adjusted  

Corner encoding (MBE) is utilized to scale back amount of PPRs by component of two. When 

creating PPRs, Wallace-tree structures are wont to speedily include all PPRs in parallel. Part of 

particularly, [3:2], [4:2], [5:2] and [6:2] adders are consolidated to include all PPRs till singularly 

2rows are cleared out. Convey pick adders are embedded inside second stage to scale back third-

stage long-length snappy adder's postponement, space and power straightforwardly overhead. 

Inside keep going step, speedy convey engendering adder is utilized to highlight extreme two 

PPRs. Extreme adder is described by extremely certainty that information signs don't land at  

same time as  consequences of  Wallace tree pressure. Ordinary single convey proliferation adder 



styles that accept all inputs touch base at same time. Full adder consolidating each CSA and 

CCA is created inside last stage [6].  

 

Fig. No. 2.11: 32 Bit Signed/Unsigned Multiplier Architecture 

2.4.1 Fianl Fast Addition 

CSA, CCA and carry look ahead adder (CLAS) are wont to execute extreme snappy expansion. 

CLA is wide utilized and may be essentially authorized in element domino CMOS rationale with 

limit of full-custom style. For typical static CMOS circuit, CCA and CSA [6] are most all around 

preferred and may basically be upheld utilizing standard cell library.  

In qualification to CSA, CCA needs to utilize XOR rationale to give extreme results. This 

translates in extra defer when contrasted with same bit width CSA. CSA needs to store each 

contingent include and convey along. As result, parts of multiplexers are utilized than for CCA. 



To blend preferences of every adders, blended CSA-CCA configuration was upheld to figure last 

brisk expansion. Figure eight shows keep going stage configuration of 32-bit CCA took after by 

16-bit CSA, that has indistinguishable execution than 48-bit CSA as after effect of convey out 

from CCA is utilized in light of the fact that 16-bit CSA last pick signal. Amid this situation, 

forty eight bit result may be produced at same time.  

 

Fig. No.2.12: Final Stage of 48 bit mixed adder CCA & CSA 

Multiplier variable was molded in VERILOG HDL and orchestrated exploitation of synopsis 

plan complier (dc) with TSMC 0.18μm 1.8v standard cell library. Integrated net records were 

encouraged into cadence soc encounter to perform auto-situation and directing. Power utilization 

was measurable from indistinguishable net rundown by exploitation of synopsis primetime post 

exchange to research switch movement with 5000 arbitrary data pat-terns at  clock recurrence of 

fifty megacycles and  hundred megacycles, severally. Bit-augmentation and MUX based 

signed/unsigned plans building squares for 32-bit increase were formed and orchestrated in 

VERILOG HDL. 2 plans are looked at in table ii. Supposed results demonstrate that, our topic 

change mark down of 15.17% in semiconducting material space and 18.64% in force utilized. 

Circuit occupies 642μm×636μm for   standard cell design victimisation auto-placing and routing 

tools. We’ve conjointly enforced multiplier factor employing   full-custom style flow.   

Corresponding full-custom style occupies 360μm×900μm. 

Figure nine shows   whole latency “final” and also   latency “sum” and “carry” made before   

ultimate addition for all bits from 0 to 63. With   projected multiplier factor design, bits thirty to 



sixty four starts off nearly at   same time whereas bits zero to twelve starts off slower than for   

case of   64-bit CLA. This is often explained by   very fact that we tend to used   carry-select 

adder to scale back space and power consumption wherever delay isn't as vital. 

Table iii compares performance of   projected multiplier factor against recent implementations 

[10]-[11].   Projected multiplier factor achieves   delay as tiny as 3.13ns, as result of registers are 

used for pipelining. This interprets during   comparatively larger semiconducting material space.   

Facility dissipation is additionally improved by optimizing MBE stage’s logic perform and 

equalisation   signal ways of tree-based parallel compression stage. 

In this paper, we tend to present   32-bit×32-bit pipelined multiplier capable of winding up each 

signed and unsigned operations.   Projected novel unified signed/unsigned multiplication   me 

needs solely   straightforward sign-control unit at   side of   line of multiplexers, leading to solely 

0.45% semiconducting material space overhead during   0.18μm CMOS method.   Vital path 

delay of   projected multiplier factor is concerning 3.13ns.   Signed/unsigned multiplier factor 

was optimized in terms of speed, power consumption and semiconducting material space by 

exploiting   lot of regular partial product array, developing   lot of economical compression 

strategies and mixing many styles of fast adders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                CHAPTER-3 

   PROPOSED DESIGN 

My making use of multiplier of booth of radix 8 & 4, the delay in it is deduced. The quantity of 

fragmentary products was deduced in order to formulate a multiplier of an enhanced speed. Now 

there are minimal operands are there for addition & so a methodology which has high throughput 

can be enacted in the summing of fragmentary products.  To formulate a multiplier an efficient 

algorithm for the complementary procedural of 2’s is ployed in figures which are signed as MBE 

can be deployed for both unsigned & signed figures. In this document a research on absorption 

of area & delay is described. LUT are the main components that determine delay & by 

minimizing them delay will also be deduced. 

Also speed & performance are proportional to each other in an IC. A multiplexer of 4 radix of 

booth is deployed for an enhanced performance. 

A navigator of project of Xilinx is deployed for the formulation of code & design of VHDL. To 

produce the form of wave a modelism 5.4 is assigned for this task. All the attributes of kit of 

FPGA XC3S5E is accounted. 

The absorption of power is the main characteristic that determines the performance of an IC & 

for this a software is formulated that will compute the absorption of power.  

3.1 EXPLANATION OF SOFTWARE  

3.1.1 XILINX PROJECT NAVIGATOR 6.1  

A design that will produce variegated programs is discussed here. The main trait of a software 

for navigation of project is that several different programs can be designed & deployed in one 

project. And thus a project is generated. So the programs of VERILOG & VHDL are drawn. 

This way a bench of test for production of waveform is made for evaluation & designing of an 

IC. 



 

Figure 3.1:- Formulation of new project 

3.1.1.FORM A NEW SOURCE 

To construct a fresh program, option of “create new source” is clicked. The module of VHDL is 

chosen & program is given identification. The ports of input & outcome collectively are termed 

as Entity. 

Example:- 1s & entity 

Port(bb,aa:in std_logic; Cc: out std_logic);  

1 & End; 



 

Figure.2:- Declaration of Entity 

By the completion of entity the section of designing occurs. The explanation of functionalities is 

comprised in the structure. There are three schemas of models which are flow of data, structure 

& behavior. These schemas are implemented in formulation of any circuitry of digital type. 

RTL:- Transference level of Register 

To obtain a view of RTL, the option of schema of RTL is clicked. 

Planning of Floor:- It is the explanation of an IC. It generally evaluates the IC & its layout. 

The option to implement design is clicked. The routing & placement is done. Then design is 

observed & edited. 

 



 

Figure 3.3:- RTL 

 

Figure 3.4:- Floor Planner 



3.1.2 REPRESENTATION OF MODEL SIM WAVEFORM  

To produce wave-form hit option Design Entry Utility & then Start Model Simulator. 

 3.1.2.1 SOFTWARE MODELSIM 5.4 

Here four different windows are observed which are termed as: 

1:- Wave 

2:- Model Sim SE/EE Plus 5.4 a 

3:- Structure  

4:- Signal  

 

Figure 2.5: - Production of Wave Form 

3.3 ALGORITH OF BOOTH MULTIPLICATION   

The algorithm of Booth is explained by summing up the values defined for A, P & S which is 

product. The r & m are assumed as multiplier & multiplicand where as their bits are presented 

with help of variables y & x. 



1:- the value of S & A is obtained with the commencing value for P & the aggregated length will 

be X+Y+1. 

 A:-  m value is poured in bits of MSB where as the value of y+1 which is left is 

accumulated by 0. 

 S:- value of bit of MSB along the –m, the syllabary of complement of two. The left 

values of y+1 are accumulated by 0. 

 P: some x bits of MSB are packed by 0 where as on the right hand side the vaues 

adjoined are of r. The minimal noteworthy bits were packed by 0. 

2:- Now we will check the last two bits values of P  

 As the value is “01”, then P+A , any carry will be ignored  

 As the value is“10”,then P+S , any carry will be ignored 

 As the value is “00” , P is implemented directly in the proceeding level 

 If the value is “11”, makes use of P straight in proceeding level. 

3:- Shift of Arithmetic: - in proceeding level shifting of a bit in the right direction is conducted. 

4:-   the above mentioned two steps are repeatedly performed for y terms. 

 5:- the minimal noted bit is exaggerated by P. It is multiplication of r & m.  

 

Figure 2.6:- Flow chart of booth algorithm  



3.4 EXAMPLE  

 

 

 



3.5 IMPPROVISED BOOTH MULTIPLIER (Radix 4 ) 

3.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the commencing step, every ingle multiplier of 1 is recoded as +2-1. As in the proceeding 

step, the series is modified of 1 to 10 upto 0(-1). There is a deduction of quantity 1’s. 

 

 

Figure 2.7:- Modified algorithms of Booth 9914998154 

3.5.2 ENCODING OF MULTIPLIER OF BOOTH 

If you are making use of the extremities in a product, the outcome obtained should be alike as 

per the commencing level. 

 

Figure 2.8:- Encoding of Multiplier of Booth 



3.5.3 ILLUSTRATION OF MULTIPLICATION  

 

Figure 2.9:- Multiplication Process 

3.5.4 TRANSFORMED MULTIPLIER OF BOOTH 

 

Table 3:- Recording Table of Booth 



Is should be summed up for -2,-1,0,1 &2 as all the 3’s are eliminated from it of fragmentary 

products which are lenient.  

3.5.1 ILLUSTRATION 

Let’s take n equals to 4 unsigned bits. 

1:- Pad LSB comprising 1 zero. 

 

2:- n is of type even, MSD is padded with two 0’s. 

 

3:- overlapping of a bit grouping where n is equal to 8 is comprised of 5 sets. 

 

4:- the factor of fragmentary product by the transformed 2nd booth table of encoding. 

 



5:- the Multiplicand Multiples are calculated 

 

6:- Summing up of fragmentary products 

 

3.5. MULTIPLICATION OF RADIX 8  

In this multiplication the elements are alike to each other but grouping in 4 bits is done for radix-

8. The procedural to be followed is as of the algorithm o radix. 

3.6:- PROBLEM STATEMENT 

3.6.1:- First Issue 



There is a significant improvisation is observed in area, delay & absorption of power. The 

mentioned three steps are mentioned. As per the document, the outcome obtained by radix 4 & 

LUT is making use of 250. For Radix 8, in the terms of are & delay, they are 20 & 24.650 

respectively. 

3.6.2 Second Issue  

It is observed that the program developed works for only a defined quantity of bits. In order to 

manipulate the bits & their quantity, complete code of program of multiplication is needed to be 

modified. 

3.7 SUGGESTED METHODLOGY & SOLUTION  

Pipelining is the best approach opted for multiplication in Radix 8 & Radix 4. The information 

moves through pipeline & thus leads to improvisation in the outcomes. With the commencement 

of pipeline, a deduction is seen in power along the Radix 4 & similarly for Radix 8. It is the type 

in which the flow of information is parallel & hence the outcomes are improvised as well. As the 

data is relayed from one to another link, it goes in parallel & hence pipeline improvise the 

outcomes as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS  

4.1 RESULTS FOR RADIX 4  

The outcomes obtained from 4-Radix deals with area, RTL & delay. 

4.1.1. RTL  

 

Figure 4.1:- Visualization of IC for 4-Radix 

As per the above given diagram, visualization for 4-Radix is presented. The two inputs given are 

of 8-bits each (x,y) where outcome obtained is of 16 bits. 

As per the figure 4.2, RTL presents as IC’s interior of IC, here all the multiplexer & adders 

which were not signed are deployed to formulate the architecture of circuitry. At each situation 

of raise in outcome & input, flip flop D is ployed to attain this. As enable becomes 1, input will 

go at the side of outcome produced. 

At last, the addition which is not signed is deployed for summing up the outcomes of 4 & 8- 

radix consecutively. 



 

Figure 4.2:- Visualization of RTL 

4.1.2 SYNTHESIS REPORT FOR RADIX 4  

Name Output Result 

Number of Slices 88 

Number of Slices Flip Flop 44 

Number of 4 Input LUT’s 154 

Number of Bounded IOBs 33 

  

Table 1:- Outcome for 4-Radix 

4.1.3. DELAY  

The outcome for delay for a full circuitry is 12.155 ns. This is concluding delay for 4-radix 

design. The values of 1.168 & 10.987ns are obtained by routing & logic simultaneously.  This 

implies 90.6 % & 90.4 are for routing & logic. 



 

Figure 4.3:- Delay in Radix 4 

4.1.4 OUTPUT WAVEFORM  

 

Figure 4.4:- Output waveform 

As per figure 4.4, the inputs given are 00001111, 00001100 & thus outcome obtained is 

000000001011000. Thus 4 pairs are formulated in this. 

4.1.5 FLOORPLANER  



 

Figure 4.5 :- Floorplaner 

4.2 RESULTS FOR RADIX 8 

The outcomes obtained for 8-radix are in terms of area, RTL & delay. 

4.2.1. RTL  



 

Figure 4.6:- View of IC for 8-Radix 

As per figure 4.6, the view of RTL for 8-radix is visualized. The two inputs given are of 8-bits 

each (x,y) where outcome obtained is of 16 bits. 

As per the figure 4.2, RTL presents as IC’s interior of IC, here all the multiplexer & adders 

which were not signed are deployed to formulate the architecture of circuitry. At each situation 

of raise in outcome & input, flip flop D is ployed to attain this. As enable becomes 1, input will 

go at the side of outcome produced. 

At last, the addition which is not signed is deployed for summing up the outcomes of 4 & 8- 

radix consecutively. 



 

Figure 4.7:- RTL View 

4.2.2 SYNTHESIS REPORT FOR RADIX 8 

Name Output Result 

Number of Slices 123 

Number of Slices Flip Flop 34 

Number of 4 Input LUT’s 221 

Number of Bounded IOBs 34 

Delay  13.565 

Table 1:- Output for Radix 8 

4.2.3. DELAY  

The outcome for delay for a full circuitry is 13.565 ns. This is concluding delay for 4-radix 

design. The values of 1.183 & 11.752ns are obtained by routing & logic simultaneously.  This 

implies 13.4 % & 86.6 are for routing & logic. 



 

Figure 4.8:- Delay for Radix 8 

4.2.4 OUTPUT WAVEFORM  

 

Figure 4.9:- Output waveform 

As per figure 4.9, the inputs given are 00001111, 00001100 & thus outcome obtained is 

000000001011000. Thus 4 pairs are formulated in this. 

4.2.5 FLOORPLANER  



 

Figure 4.10:- Floorplaner 

4.3 COMPARISON TABLE  

 RADIX 4 Base 

paper 

Radix 4 

Proposed 

Radix 8 Base 

paper 

Radix 8 

Proposed 

AREA(LUT’s) 250 154 230 221 

DELAY(ns) 28.994 12.155 24.650 13.565 

Power (w) 0.034 0.026  0.032 0.031 

Table 4.3:- Comparison table 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

5.1 CONCLUSION  

As explained in the upper sections, the integral circuitries & communication in digital world has 

a cardinal role in the today’s world. The IC is the main constituent of a PCB. Also ICs has a 

significant work in field of electronics.  In order to make an IC efficient & with mess heat, it is 

formulated in such a way with minimal area, delay & absorption of power. In this document, the 

area & delay are made minimal. The delay of outcome for 4-radix is 2.155ns while for 8-radix is 

13.565 & for tables of look up it is 154 & parallel for 8-radix it is 221. The outcomes for table of 

look up & delay are improvising in the document. 

5.2 FUTURE SCOPE  

By implementing the multilevel pipeline, area can be deduced which leads to improvisation in 

the efficacy in delay, area for both 8-radix & 4-radix.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


